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[ē˂ċēċÓČĻ˂ÓŖĬą°óČĳ˂ŀĳ˂ĮŀóĻÓ˂°ĳ˂ĳóċĬąŗʕ
£ïÓČˉŕÓˉ°ÉÉóÏÓČĻ°ąąŗˉĂČēÉĂÓÏˉēŔÓįˉēŀįˉŕÓÏÏóČéˉÉ°ĂÓ
°°ĻˉēŀįˉŕÓÏÏóČéˉįÓÉÓĬĻóēČʙˉŕÓˉą°ŀéïÓÏʘˉ�ïóČéĳˉÏēČˀĻˉ°ąŕ°ŗĳˉéēˉ°ĳˉ
ŕÓˉÓŖĬÓÉĻʙˉóČˉè°ÉĻʙˉĻïÓŗˉï°įÏąŗˉÓŔÓįˉÏēʘˉ�ˉąēĻˉēèˉĻïēĳÓˉĻïóČéĳˉï°ŔÓˉ
ÈįēŀéïĻˉŀĳʙˉ°ČÏˉĬÓįï°ĬĳˉŗēŀˉĻēēʙˉĻēˉÉēČĳóÏÓįóČéˉĻïóĳˉÏÓÉóĳóēČʘˉ£Óˉ
ÏēČˀĻˉĳ°ŗˉĻïóĳˉĻēˉÏóĳċóĳĳˉ°ČŗˉēèˉĻïÓˉÏóèŢÉŀąĻŗʙˉÈŀĻˉŕÓˉĻįŀąŗˉ
ÉēČĳóÏÓįˉ°ąąˉĻïÓĳÓˉĻïóČéĳʙˉóČÉąŀÏóČéˉēŀįˉóČ°ÈóąóĻŗˉĻēˉï°ŔÓˉ
ÈóēąēéóÉ°ąˉÉïóąÏįÓČʙˉĻēˉÈÓˉĬ°įĻˉēèˉ°ˉÈóééÓįʙˉċēįÓˉÈÓ°ŀĻóèŀąˉĬą°Čʘ
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We met in college - we were both on the 
track team at the University of Chicago. 
But Victor was a mid-distance runner 
and Moriah was a pole-vaulter - which 
means we didn’t meet on the track. 

WWe met in the library, where Victor jokes 
that Moriah “fell for him.” The story goes 
like this:

EaEarly one morning in the library, Victor 
was asleep in a chair, having pulled an 
all-nighter writing a term paper. Moriah 
came in to print out an essay for her 
class. But when she went to sit down in a 
rolling chair, she completely missed it, 
falling to the ground. She looked up to 
sesee Victor who, like a true gentlemen, 
was laughing hysterically. And of course, 
she couldn’t help but join him laughing! 
That was just the beginning of us 
becoming best friends. Two years later, 
we got married. We celebrated our 10th 
wedding anniversary this past summer.
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Zēįó°ïˉï°ĳˉĂČēŕČˉĻï°ĻˉĳïÓˉŕēŀąÏČˀĻˉÈÓˉ°ÈąÓˉĻēˉï°ŔÓˉ
ÈóēąēéóÉ°ąˉÉïóąÏįÓČˉĳóČÉÓˉĳïÓˉŕ°ĳˉɽʂˉŗÓ°įĳˉēąÏʘˉ£ïÓČˉ
ĳïÓˉÈÓÉ°ċÓˉèįóÓČÏĳˉŕóĻïˉ¢óÉĻēįˉ°ČÏˉĻēąÏˉïóċˉĻïóĳʙˉïÓˉ
ĳ°óÏˉĳïÓˉŕ°ĳˉĬÓįèÓÉĻˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉĳïÓˉŕ°ĳʘˉ�ïÓČˉŕÓˉéēĻˉ
ċ°įįóÓÏˉ°ČÏˉÈÓé°Čˉēŀįˉ°ÏēĬĻóēČˉÿēŀįČÓŗˉĻēéÓĻïÓįʘ

aŀįˉÏaŀįˉÏ°ŀéïĻÓįʙˉ�ċ°ŗ°ʙˉóĳˉ°ÏēĬĻÓÏʘˉ£ÓˉįÓéŀą°įąŗˉï°Čéˉ
ēŀĻˉŕóĻïˉè°ċóąóÓĳˉŕïēˉï°ŔÓˉ°ąĳēˉ°ÏēĬĻÓÏˉÉïóąÏįÓČʘˉ
Zēįó°ïˉ°ąĳēˉï°ĳˉè°ċóąŗˉċÓċÈÓįĳˉŕïēˉï°ŔÓˉĬą°ÉÓÏˉ
ÉïóąÏįÓČˉèēįˉ°ÏēĬĻóēČʘ
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�ċ°ŗ°ˀĳˉÈóįĻïˉĬ°įÓČĻĳʙˉŕïēˉĳïÓˉÉ°ąąĳˉZ°ċ°ˉTóŞˉ°ČÏˉ�ēï°óÈʙˉ°įÓˉ
ąóĂÓˉ°ČˉÓŖĻÓČÏÓÏˉĬ°įĻˉēèˉēŀįˉè°ċóąŗʘˉ£ÓˉŢČÏˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉĂÓŗˉóĳˉĻēˉ
ĂÓÓĬˉĻïÓˉąóČÓĳˉēèˉÉēċċŀČóÉ°ĻóēČˉēĬÓČʘˉ£ÓˉŀČÏÓįĳĻ°ČÏˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉ
Ĭą°ČˉèēįˉēĬÓČČÓĳĳˉÉ°ČˉÉï°ČéÓˉÈ°ĳÓÏˉēČˉÓŔÓįŗēČÓˀĳˉČÓÓÏĳʙˉċēĳĻˉ
óċĬēįĻ°ČĻąŗˉĻïēĳÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉÉïóąÏʘ

88ēįˉóČĳĻ°ČÉÓʙˉŕóĻïˉZ°ċ°ˉTóŞˉ°ČÏˉ�ēï°óÈʙˉĻïÓˉēįóéóČ°ąˉēĬÓČČÓĳĳˉ
Ĭą°Čˉŕ°ĳˉèēįˉŀĳˉĻēˉĳÓČÏˉĻïÓċˉ°ˉċēČĻïąŗˉÓċ°óąˉŕóĻïˉĬïēĻēĳˉēèˉ
�ċ°ŗ°ʘˉ�ïÓŗˉèÓąĻˉĻïÓŗˉŕēŀąÏČˀĻˉÈÓˉįÓ°ÏŗˉĻēˉĳÓÓˉïÓįˉóČˉĬÓįĳēČˉèēįˉ
ĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉĳóŖˉċēČĻïĳʘˉ

�ˉ�ˉèÓŕˉŕÓÓĂĳˉą°ĻÓįʙˉŕÓˉ°ąąˉÏóĳÉŀĳĳÓÏˉ°é°óČʙˉ°ČÏˉÏÓÉóÏÓÏˉēČˉċēįÓˉ
èįÓĮŀÓČĻˉÓċ°óąĳʙˉĳóČÉÓˉ�ċ°ŗ°ˉŕ°ĳˉÉï°ČéóČéˉĳēˉè°ĳĻˉ°ĻˉĻï°Ļˉ°éÓʘˉ
£ÓˉóČŔóĻÓÏˉĻïÓċˉĻēˉ�ċ°ŗ°ˀĳˉÈ°ĬĻóĳċˉŕïÓČˉĳïÓˉŕ°ĳˉɿˉċēČĻïĳˉ
ēąÏʙˉċ°ĂóČéˉĳŀįÓˉĻïÓŗˉĂČÓŕˉĻïÓįÓˉŕ°ĳˉČēˉĬįÓĳĳŀįÓˉĻēˉÉēċÓʘˉ
�ïÓŗˉÏÓÉóÏÓÏˉĻēˉÿēóČˉŀĳʝ

[ēŕʙˉŕÓˉŔóĳóĻˉŕóĻïˉ�ċ°ŗ°ˀĳˉÈóįĻïˉĬ°įÓČĻĳˉÓŔÓįŗˉÉēŀĬąÓˉċēČĻïĳʘ



Moriah is originally from 
Michigan, and we visit 
her family there often. 
We have a lot of fun with 
them on the lakes and in 
the woods. We have a 
tradition of the whole 
famifamily getting together 
on the 4th of July and 2 
weeks before Christmas.

We (including our two dogs, 
Nigel and Sweets) recently 
moved about an hour west 
of Chicago, to a 3-acre 
property that has a house
for us and a house for 
Victor’s parents.

WWe’re right near all the 
amenities, but it feels 
like we’re living in
the country. We are 
enjoying playing and 
working outdoors,
and are getting
chicchickens soon! 
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When I first met Moriah, 
I had hardly spoken 
about my military 
combat experience to 
anyone. It was too fresh. 
I learned very quickly 
that Moriah was a warm, 
caring, and lcaring, and loving 
person.

I found myself openly sharing with Moriah 
my inner feelings, spiritual questions, and 
experiences in the military - she became 
my best friend. Any person who meets 
Moriah learns these same things: she lets 
people feel like they can be open and 
honest while not being judged.

MMoriah is dedicated and passionate about 
our family and our spiritual life. Moriah 
was an archaelogist and museum teacher 
until a few years ago. Prior to adopting our 
first child, she decided she wanted to 
spend more time at home with our future 
children. So she left her job as a museum 
teteacher and now works for a tech company 
at home.



Zēįó°ïˉïēċÓʵˉ
ĬįÓĳÉïēēąĳˉ�ċ°ŗ°ʙˉ
éÓĻĻóČéˉïÓįˉ
ēŀĻÏēēįĳˉ°ąċēĳĻˉ
ÓŔÓįŗÏ°ŗˉèēįˉĳēċÓˉ
ąÓ°įČóČéˉ°ÏŔÓČĻŀįÓˉ
ēįˉ°ČēĻïÓįʘˉ�ïÓˀĳˉ
°ÏēĬĻ°ÏēĬĻÓÏˉĻïÓˉ
Ĭïį°ĳÓʙˉʽ�ïÓįÓˀĳˉ
ČēˉĳŀÉïˉĻïóČéˉ°ĳˉ
È°ÏˉŕÓ°ĻïÓįʙˉēČąŗˉ
È°ÏˉÉąēĻïÓĳʾˉ°ČÏˉ
ï°ĳˉĳēċÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉ
ÈÓĳĻˉąÓĳĳēČĳˉ°ČÏˉ
èŀČˉŕèŀČˉŕóĻïˉ�ċ°ŗ°ˉóČˉ
ĻïÓˉĳČēŕʘ

Zēįó°ïˀĳˉóÏÓ°ˉēèˉįÓą°ŖóČéˉóĳˉÓóĻïÓįˉįÓ°ÏóČéˉ°ˉéēēÏˉÈēēĂʙˉ
Ĭą°ŗóČéˉŀĂŀąÓąÓʙˉēįˉïÓ°ÏóČéˉēŀĻˉ°ČŗŕïÓįÓˉĻï°Ļˉï°ĳˉĻįÓÓĳʝˉ
�ĬÓČÏóČéˉĻóċÓˉóČˉĻïÓˉēŀĻÏēēįĳˉŕ°ĳˉ°ČˉóċĬēįĻ°ČĻˉĬ°įĻˉēèˉïÓįˉ
ŗēŀĻïˉ°ČÏˉĳĻóąąˉĻÓČÏĳˉĻēˉÈÓˉŕïÓįÓˉŕÓˉéēˉŕïÓČˉŕÓˉċ°ĂÓˉĬą°Čĳˉ
ŕóĻïˉïÓįˉè°ċóąŗˉóČˉZóÉïóé°ČˉēįˉĻ°ĂÓˉ°ˉĻįóĬˉÿŀĳĻˉĻïÓˉĻïįÓÓˉēèˉŀĳʘˉ
Zēįó°ïˀĳˉè°ċóąŗˉóĳˉĬą°ŗèŀąʙˉ°ÉĻóŔÓʙˉ°ČÏˉĻÓ°ÉïÓĳˉĻïÓˉŗēŀČéÓįˉ
ēČÓĳˉ°ˉąēŔÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉēŀĻÏēēįĳʙˉĬą°ŗóČéˉĳĬēįĻĳʙˉ°ČÏˉĻįŗóČéˉ
ĳēċĳēċÓĻïóČéˉČÓŕˉÓŔÓČˉŕïÓČˉóĻˉĳÓÓċĳˉĳÉ°įŗʘ
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aČˉ°ˉÉēąÏʙˉ[ēŔÓċÈÓįˉÏ°ŗʙˉCˉąÓèĻˉèēįˉŕēįĂˉ°ČÏˉèēįéēĻˉ
ċŗˉĻïÓįċēĳˉēèˉèįÓĳïʙˉïēĻˉÉēèèÓÓˉēČˉĻïÓˉĂóÉïÓČˉ
ÉēŀČĻÓįʘˉCˉÏóÏČˀĻˉįÓ°ąóŞÓˉċŗˉċóĳĻ°ĂÓˉŀČĻóąˉCˉŕ°ĳˉÏēŕČˉ
ĻïÓˉįē°Ïˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉé°ĳˉĳĻ°ĻóēČʘˉ�ĳˉCˉąÓèĻˉĻïÓˉĬ°įĂóČéˉąēĻˉĻēˉ

ÉēČĻóČŀÓˉċŗˉÉēċċŀĻÓˉĻēˉŕēįĂʙˉCˉ
ąēēĂÓÏˉŀĬˉ°ČÏˉĳ°ŕˉ°ˉè°ċóąó°įˉ
ŔÓïóÉąÓˉÉēċóČéˉċŗˉŕ°ŗʚˉóĻˉŕ°ĳˉ
¢óÉĻēįʙˉįēąąóČéˉÏēŕČˉïóĳˉŕóČÏēŕˉ
ŕóĻïˉċŗˉĻïÓįċēĳˉóČˉïóĳˉï°ČÏʘˉ
�ïóČéĳˉąóĂÓˉĻïóĳˉċ°ŗˉĳÓÓċˉĳēˉ
ĳċ°ąąˉʵˉÈŀĻˉÓŔÓįŗˉÏ°ŗˉ¢óÉĻēįˉ
ĳïĳïēŕĳˉïóĳˉÏÓÏóÉ°ĻóēČˉĻēˉċÓˉ°ČÏˉ
ĻïÓˉįÓĳĻˉēèˉĻïÓˉè°ċóąŗˉóČˉÈēĻïˉÈóéˉ
°ČÏˉĳċ°ąąˉŕ°ŗĳʘˉ
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Victor is the 
most silly 
person I have 
ever met. He 
is known for 
his practical 
jokes, goofy 
anantics, and 
for joining 
me in making 
awful puns. 
He has a 
Catholic 
men’s group 
ththat are his 
friends. Most 
of them are 
the husbands 
and fathers 
of our 
homeschool 
ccommunity.

As a kid, Victor was a great 
student, but for some reason when 
he got to college he couldn’t focus 
- so, he joined the Marine Corps. 
He did 3 tours to Iraq. During the 
second tour, his life changed when 
his squad leader, Corporal Daniel 
AmAmaya. was killed in battle. He 
later returned to college, where he 
met me. Today, he continues to 
serve his country and community 
as an Illinois State Trooper.

Victor is in love with being a 
husband and being a dad. He has a 
level of patience I can only aspire 
to when it comes to Amaya, and 
also with me. :)
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I like to build forts. I’m a 
great fort builder. And I’m an 
adventurer. I like to dance 
and sing all the time. And I 
take a swim class. I looooove 
dinosaurs. And twirly dresses.

 

MMy best friend is my prima 
(cousin) Zara. 

I like to have adventures at 
the zoo and parks. I like 
gardening, cooking, music, 
and art. I also like hiking 
fishing, and swimming.



We’re still establishing new friends in our area, since we just 
moved, but we often have family or old friends coming to our new 
house for bonfires, cookouts, and (in the winter) sledding.

When Amaya starts pre-school at our local Catholic school in the 
fall, we hope that we’ll also establish a lot of friends in the school 
community. 

daarbXqz
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Church is a big part of our life. We’re getting to know the people at 
our new church, which is a little tough during COVID times. When 
things get more normal, we hope to go back to Victor being a lector 
and Moriah being a cantor.

WWe pray often as a family. We read and discuss the daily Gospel 
reading after dinner, and are working on more consistently praying 
a family Rosary before bedtime. the little altar space next to our 
kitchen table holds our family Bible and devotional.



£ÓˉąēēĂˉèēįŕ°įÏˉĻēˉÈįóČéóČéˉ°ČēĻïÓįˉÉïóąÏˉóČĻēˉēŀįˉŕ°įċʙˉąēŔóČéʙˉ
°ČÏˉĳŀĬĬēįĻóŔÓˉè°ċóąŗʘˉ£Óˉŕóąąˉ°ąŕ°ŗĳˉĻÓ°ÉïˉĻïóĳˉÉïóąÏˉĻēˉ°ĳĂˉ
ĮŀÓĳĻóēČĳʙˉĻēˉ°ąŕ°ŗĳˉĻ°ĂÓˉĻïÓˉēĬĬēįĻŀČóĻˉĻēˉċÓÓĻˉĳēċÓēČÓˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻˉ
èįēċˉïóċˉēįˉïÓįĳÓąèʙˉ°ČÏˉĻï°ĻˉéóŔóČéˉēŀįˉĻóċÓˉ°ČÏˉĻ°ąÓČĻĳˉĻēˉ9ēÏʙˉ
è°ċóąŗʙˉ°ČÏˉèįóÓČÏĳˉ°ąŕ°ŗĳˉÉēċÓĳˉŢįĳĻʘˉ£ÓˉŢįċąŗˉÈÓąóÓŔÓˉóČˉ
įÓĳĬÓÉĻóČéˉ°ąąˉĬÓēĬąÓʙˉ°ČÏˉįÓéŀą°įąŗˉŕÓąÉēċÓˉĬÓēĬąÓˉēèˉ°ˉŔ°įóÓĻŗˉēèˉ
ÉŀąĻŀįÓĳʙˉÉįÓÓÏĳʙˉ°ČÏˉēĬóČóēČĳˉĻēˉēŀįˉïēċÓʘ

££ÓˉŕÓąÉēċÓˉ°ČˉēĬÓČˉ°ÏēĬĻóēČˉĬą°ČˉĻï°ĻˉŕēįĂĳˉèēįˉ°ąąˉēèˉŀĳʙˉ°ČÏˉ
ĂČēŕˉĻï°Ļˉï°ŔóČéˉ°ˉįÓą°ĻóēČĳïóĬˉŕóĻïˉŗēŀˉŕóąąˉįÓóČèēįÉÓˉĻïóĳˉÉïóąÏˀĳˉ
ĂČēŕąÓÏéÓˉĻï°ĻˉïÓˉēįˉĳïÓˉóĳˉĻįŀąŗˉąēŔÓÏʘ

£Óˉŕóĳïˉŗēŀˉ°ĳˉċŀÉïˉĬÓ°ÉÓˉ°ĳˉĬēĳĳóÈąÓˉŕïóąÓˉċ°ĂóČéˉŗēŀįˉÏÓÉóĳóēČʘˉ
ĬąÓ°ĳÓˉĂČēŕˉĻï°ĻˉŕÓˉï°ŔÓˉÈÓÓČʙˉ°ČÏˉŕóąąˉ°ąŕ°ŗĳˉÈÓʙˉĬį°ŗóČéˉèēįˉŗēŀʘ
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